
  

CISC 1600 Lecture 2.4
Game design

Topics:
The business of Games

“Funativity”
Concrete components

Narrative
Mechanics, Dynamics, & Aesthetics



Video Games = Big Business

● International video game sales 2015: $91.5 billion
– Double international film industry revenue

– US video game sales 2016: $23.5 billion

● 1.8 billion “gamers” in the world
– Compare to 3.0 billion people online

● Video games have been the driving force behind:
– CPU power

– Graphics processing power 

– Rendering and 3D projection algorithms

– Interest in computer science/mathematics



The Business of Games

● Developing a title for the PS4 or Xbox One 
– Costs $20 to $50 million on average

– GTA V had a $137 million development budget

– Plus $128 million in marketing costs

● Large game developers/publishers employ
– Graphic artists, animators, writers

– Vocal talent, motion capture specialists

– Programmers, tool creators, QA testers, 

– Project managers, directors

– Media creators, marketers, salespersons

http://www.newzoo.com/insights/top-100-countries-represent-99-6-81-5bn-global-games-market/

http://www.newzoo.com/insights/top-100-countries-represent-99-6-81-5bn-global-games-market/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DBrG2YjqQA


Game Development Pipeline



What is a game?

● With so much money at stake…

● Can we answer the following questions:
– What is a game?

– What makes a game (or anything) fun?

– How can we create good (or successful) games?



Game studies:
Ludology vs Narratology

● Ludology: Games are experiences
– The experiences are generated by a framework of rules

– Analyze games in terms of abstract formal systems

– From the Latin ludus  (game) +  -ology (study of).

● Narratology: Games tell stories
– They are a form of narrative

– But: What is the compelling story behind “tetris”?



“Funativity”
● How, why is something fun?

● Do these kittens look like they are having fun?



“Theory of Natural Funativity”

● Fun derives from practicing skills that aid survival

● They are a safe way to “practice” skills

● Applied to Cats:
– Adult cats need to be able to catch small prey for food 

and fight for territory/mates

– Thus kittens practice:
● Hunting  Chasing feather, ball of string, tail→

● Fighting  Attacking each other, ball of string, your leg→



Funativity & Humans

● For most of history humans were tribal hunter-
gatherers

● Fun things should be related to those skills
– Physical: hunting, spatial reasoning

● Shooters, sports games, hand-eye-coordination

– Mental: pattern recognition, gathering
● Pattern games, powerups, resources

– Social: tribal interactions
● High scores, head-to-head, the Sims, MMO



1. Physical: Spatial Reasoning

● Abstract Definition: Reasoning about objects in 
3D space and how they might interact (including 
your own body, hand-eye coordination)



2. Mental: Pattern Recognition

● Abstract Definition: Recognizing patterns in 
organized sets of data, remembering chains of 
linked events that are significant



3. Social

● Abstract Definition: Practicing interpersonal 
communication skills, competing/cooperating with 
others or modeling dynamics of social situations



Concrete Components

● Sid Meier (creator of Civilization) says

“A great game is a series of interesting and meaningful 
choices made by the player in pursuit of a clear and 
compelling goal”

● Interesting and meaningful choices

● [Intermediate rewards and punishment]

● Clear and compelling goal



Clear and compelling goal

● Player should never be 
“wondering what to 
do”

● One impossible jump, 
one too-difficult boss 
fight and the player 
WILL quit.



Interesting and meaningful choices

● You aren't just trying to save the princess, you are also 
collecting, buying, trading, completing stages.

● Choice is an illusion, only be so many paths through a game 
(no “infinite” content)

● But players MUST feel that their choice matter
– If the result of winning a boss battle and losing a boss battle are 

the same you won't be happy

● Players want to feel that their game experience is “unique”

● Customizable characters, branching game progressions and 
multiple endings all help



Intermediate rewards and punishment

● Isn't the reward winning and the 
punishment losing? NO!!!
– Rewards are positive reinforcement 

signals (auditory/visual)

– Punishments are negative 
reinforcement signals (auditory/visual)

● Modern games have “rewards” about 
every 2 minutes (achievement 
unlocked!)

● You are more likely to keep playing 
when killed, if you’re mocked in 
some way

● Games starting to directly condition 
players (addiction)?



Narrative

● Questions:
– What about the story? 

– Shouldn't a game have a good story?

● The narratological view of game studies says that games 
should be understood as a form of storytelling ("choose 
your own adventure")

● Treating a game as a narrative (or including narrative as 
part of a game) can help us make a more compelling game, 
and may even be thought of as adding a "social" component



Narrative in Games

● Ultimate goal (as with literature, and cinema) is to get 
the player or viewer to “suspend disbelief” and have a 
“real” emotional response to events that are entirely 
fictitious.

● Including a compelling narrative in a game can “make it 
incredible” (ChronoTrigger, BioShock) or simply create 
a series of annoying cut scenes that a player has to wade 
through.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoYorK3E4aM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoYorK3E4aM


Narrative in Literature

● Rules for narrative in literature have been around 
since the time of the Greeks (Aristotle's Poetics).

● Questions to ask:

1) Who is telling the story?

2) What is the conflict?

3) With whom is the player meant to identify?

4) What do you want the player to feel?

● Example game



Narrative in Film

● Modern games have far more in common with film 
(cinematography) then with regular literature

● Cinema also has a lexicon of well established rules regarding 
the creation of compelling narrative

1) Don't break the narrative plane

2) Don't break the narrative chain

3) Use the camera to frame action*

4) Use the camera to immerse the viewer*

(*Note: What's unique about games is that you always have perfect 
camera, light, etc.)



Mechanics, Dynamics & Aesthetics 
(MDA)

● MDA is a game development paradigm designed 
to help developers make the most out of a game 
idea, and proceed efficiently through the complex 
process of bringing a game to market 

● MDA is one of many development paradigms that 
are rigidly used by large game development 
companies



Mechanics

● Before a single line of code is written the mechanics that 
will be used by the game should be well thought out and 
documented 

● This includes:
– The programming language

– The programming libraries, engines, tools

– The hardware required/available

– The logical programming components

– The storage/retrieval/initialization methods



Dynamics

● Before a single line of code is written the dynamics that 
will be used by the game should be well thought out and 
documented. This is the “ludological” part of MDA. All 
objects and axioms need to be detailed!

● This includes:
– The domain of the game

– The players in the game

– The rules of the game

– The objects in the game



Aesthetics

● Before a single line of code is written the aesthetics that 
will be used by the game should be well thought out and 
documented. This is the "narratological" part of MDA 

● The "art bible" which should contain every detail of the 
"look" of the game will come out of this development area

● This includes:
– Color Palette

– Physical looks for all players

– Lighting plots, schemes, etc.



Genres

● MDA also gives us a way to classify games

● Group by mechanics:
– IPhone game, C++ game, Quake Engine

● Group by dynamics:
– Shooter, Strategy, Role-playing game (RPG), Massively 

multiplayer online RPG (MMORPG)

● Group by aesthetics:
– Campy, Cartoony, Fantasy, Sci-Fi, Horror Survival



Summary

● Theory of Funativity
– Spatial, mental, or social challenge

● Concrete rules (Sid Meier)
– Goals, choices, punishments/rewards

● Narrative
– How do you want the player to feel?

● Methodology like MDA
– Mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 3.1
Introduction to Processing

Topics:
Example sketches

Drawing functions in Processing
Colors in Processing

General Processing syntax



  

Processing is for sketching

● Designed to allow artists to “sketch” with code

● Does a lot behind the scenes to make this possible

● Simplified version of Java

● Allows imperative, event-driven, procedural, and 
object-oriented programming paradigms

● Large collection of powerful libraries
– 3D, sound, data visualization, text analysis, etc.



  

Your first Processing sketch

● Go to https://www.openprocessing.org/class/57767
– Use the code I’m writing on the board

● Create a new sketch

● Replace the existing code with

void setup() {

    text("Hello world", 10, 10);

}

● Writes the text “Hello world” in white on the “canvas” 

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/528036
https://www.openprocessing.org/class/57767


  

Drawing in Processing is like 
drawing in Scratch and 8th grade

● Remember graphs 
from 8th grade?

● Drawing in processing 
is like telling a friend 
how to make a drawing 
on graph paper

● How would you 
describe this line to 
your friend?
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One difference: the way the 
coordinates are setup
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Processing gives you functions
to draw various shapes

Point   Line         Rectangle        Ellipse



Functions allow you 
to use someone else's code

● Processing has a large library of pre-defined functions

● Functions take input arguments & return outputs

// Add two integers together

int add ( int x , int y ) {

    return x + y;

}

● The most important part of the function is the first line (and the comment)

● This function is called “add” (the word before the parentheses)

● It takes two input arguments, x and y (the things in the parens)
– x and y are both of type int: an integer (0, 1, 2, -1, -2, ...)

● It returns an integer (the “int” before the name of the function)
– Return type “void” means it doesn't return anything



  

Processing gives you functions
to draw various shapes

● point( ... )

– draws one point (looks like a dot...)

● line( ... )

– connects two points

● rect( ... )

– origin + extent

● ellipse( ... )

– origin + extent

● triangle( ... )

– connects three points

● quad( ... )

– connects four points



  

Processing gives you functions
to draw various shapes

● point( x, y )

– draws one point (looks like a dot...)

● line( x1, y1, x2, y2 )

– connects two points

● rect( x, y, width, height )

– origin + extent; square if width=height

● ellipse( x, y, width, height )

– origin + extent, origin is center of ellipse; circle if width=height

● triangle( x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3 )

– connects three points

● quad( x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4 )

– connects four points



  

Draw a point at (4,5)
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point ( x , y ) ;

Example:  A ( 4 , 5 ) ;

A ( 4 , 5 )



  

Draw a line from (1,2) to (5,2)
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line ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2

    Point A    Point B

A ( 1 , 2 ) B ( 5 , 2 )

Example:  line ( 1 , 2 , 5 , 2 ) ;

line ( x1, y1, x2, y2 ) ;



  

Draw a rectangle at (1,2) that is 4x3
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rect( x , y , width , height

( 1 , 2 )

Example:  rect ( 1 , 2 , 4 , 3 ) ;

width

height
rect ( x, y, width, height ) ;



  

Draw an ellipse at (3,3) that is 4x6
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ellipseMode ( CENTER
ellipse ( x , y , width 

( 3 , 3 )

Example:   ellipseMode ( CENTER ) ; 
     ellipse ( 3 , 3 , 4 , 6 ) ;

ellipseMode ( CENTER );
ellipse ( x, y, width, height ) ;



  

Processing color functions 
use grayscale



  

Processing color functions 
use grayscale

● Functions: stroke(), fill()
– Change color of all subsequent shapes drawn

– Like setting the current color in a drawing program

● Have two versions: stroke(gray), stroke(r,g,b)



  

Processing color functions
use grayscale or RGB

● Describe colors with 
three numbers

● Amount of Red, Green, 
and Blue

● 0 is none, 255 is max

https://www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_picker.asp


  

Colors mix differently on screen 
than they do in art class

Screen: Red, green, and blue:
Primary colors for mixing light

Paint: Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow:
Primary colors for mixing pigments

http://tattly.com/products/cmyk


Variables hold values

● Variables are named locations for storing data

● Assign a value to a variable to refer to it later
– Values can be simple: number, string, boolean

– Or complex: various predefined and user-defined data structures

● Create a variable

int count;

● Assign a value to it:

count = 0;

● Use it:

text(“count = ” + count, 10, 10);



  

The if statement lets our program 
make a choice

● Execute some commands if a condition is true

● Or other commands if it isn’t 

if (mouseX < 150 && mouseY >= 150) {

    // mouseX is less than 150 

    // AND mouseY is greater than or equal to 150

} else if (mouseX < 150) {

    // What can we say about mouseY here?

} else {

    // What can we say about mouseX here?

}



  

The for loop lets our program
repeat operations on new data

● Loops run the same commands on different data

● for loops are good when the number of iterations is known in advance

for (int i=0; i<5; i++) {

    rect(0, 60*i, 40, 40);

}

● The three statements in the parentheses are 
– Initialization: run once before loop

– Continuation: loop continues until this is not true

– Increment: update counter, run before each iteration

● You can think of draw() as being called in a loop



  

The while loop lets our program
repeat operations on new data

● while loops are good when you don't know the 
number of iterations in advance

● Repeat a set of statements while a condition holds

while (y < height – 60) {

    rect(0, y, 40, 40);

    y = y + 60;

}



  

Basic sketch skeleton

/* This is a multi-line comment. 

   The computer will ignore it. 

   It is just for people to read */

// This is a one-line comment

// Declare some variables to hold data for later

int x, y;

// Setup function is called once before everything

void setup() {

    // Do things that need to be done once

}

// Draw function is called once for every frame

void draw() {

    // Draw to canvas

}



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 2.2
Interactivity&animation in Processing

Topics:
Interactivity: keyboard and mouse variables
Interactivity: keyboard and mouse listeners

Animation: vector graphics
Animation: bitmap graphics



  

Interactivity and animation

● Processing makes it easy to make graphics that 
change over time

● Interactive graphics respond to the user
– Implemented by “listener” functions and special 

automatically populated variables

● Animations change over time by themselves

– Implemented by the draw() function



  

Automatically populated variables

● We saw several variables in lab 3.1 that we never 
defined ourselves:
– width, height, mouseX, mouseY, pmouseX, 
pmouseY

● Processing defines a number of variables automatically

● And updates them every time draw() is called

● Remember, a variable is a name that can be used in 
your code to access a value



  

Interactivity: mouse variables

● Processing populates some variables automatically 
describing the current state of the mouse

● float mouseX: current x coordinate of mouse

● float mouseY: current y coordinate of mouse

● boolean mousePressed: true if a mouse 
button is currently pressed

● int mouseButton: the identity of the mouse 
button that is pressed (LEFT, RIGHT, CENTER)



  

Mouse variable example sketch

void setup() {

    size(300, 300);

}

void draw() {

    if(mousePressed == true) {

        if(mouseButton == LEFT) {

            background(170);

        } else {

            background(255);

        }

    } else {

        background(204);

    }

}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/534520


  

Interactivity: keyboard variables

● Processing populates some variables automatically 
describing the current state of the keyboard

● boolean keyPressed: true if any key is 
currently pressed

● int key: number specifying which key is pressed

● int keyCode: number specifying which special 
key is pressed (if key == CODED)



  

Keyboard variables sketch

void setup() {

    size(300, 300);

    textSize(60);

    textAlign(CENTER);

}

void draw() {

    background(204);

    if (keyPressed == true && key != CODED) {

        text(key, width/2, height/2);

    }

}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/534521


  

Interactivity: mouse events

● Processing will call certain functions with special names 
when particular events happen

● mousePressed(): a mouse button is pressed

– Not to be confused with variable mousePressed!

● mouseReleased(): a mouse button is released

● mouseMoved(): the mouse is moved without a button 
being pressed

● mouseDragged(): the mouse is moved while a button 
is pressed



  

Mouse event example sketch

void setup() {

    size(300, 300);

    fill(0, 102);

}

void draw() {

} // Empty draw() keeps the program running

void mousePressed() {

    rect(mouseX, mouseY, 30, 30);

}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/534522


  

Interactivity: keyboard event listeners

● Processing treats the keyboard as a set of buttons

● Use these functions in combination with the keyboard variables 
we just learned about

● keyPressed(): any key (including special keys) is pressed 
down

● keyReleased(): any key is released

● keyTyped(): any key is first pressed then released

● Listener functions are called less often than draw()

– It might be more efficient to update certain things when they change 
as opposed to recalculating the same value every frame



  

Keyboard event example sketch

int squareX;

void setup() {

    size(300, 300);

    rectMode(CENTER);

    squareX = width/2;

}

void draw() {

    background(204);

    rect(squareX, height/2, 30, 30);

}

void keyPressed() {

    if (key == ENTER) {

        squareX = squareX + 10;

    }

}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/534523


  

Animation



  

Quickly switching between still 
images gives the illusion of motion

● The rate at which the display is updated affects the 
viewer's perception of motion and flicker

● A series of similar images presented at 10-12 frames per 
second (fps) provides the illusions of motion

● Frame rate of about 60 fps avoids flicker of constant 
colors, depending on technology

http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Modules/FM21820/visper08.html 

http://hackaday.com/2015/07/26/shedding-light-on-the-mechanics-of-film-projection/ 

http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Modules/FM21820/visper08.html
http://hackaday.com/2015/07/26/shedding-light-on-the-mechanics-of-film-projection/


  

Animation: Basic steps

1) Draw initial frame – perhaps in setup()

2) Wait some amount of time (e.g., 1/60th of a second)

3) Erase the screen
● Usually by reapplying the background (often the first thing we do 

in the draw() function)

4) Draw the next frame / image / picture
– In vector animation, draw your own shapes, text, etc

– In bitmap animation, display a precomputed image

5) Repeat steps 2-4



  

Graphics: vector vs bitmap/raster



  

Vector animation example sketch

int v_image=0;

void setup() {

    frameRate(20);

}

void draw() {

    background(204); // clears the screen

    quad( 40,40, 95,60, 95,50, 5,70);  // Body

    if(v_image == 0) {

        line(40,40, 80,30); // to the right

        v_image = 1;

    } else {

        line(40,40, 0,50); // to the left

        v_image = 0;

    }

}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/534525


  

Animation with vector graphics

● Provide set of instructions for drawing scene

● Complex scenes take longer to draw

● Scenes still look sharp after being transformed
– Zooming, rotating, stretching

● Better for drawings, non-realistic scenes

● To animate, move individual lines / shapes



  

Bitmap animation example sketch

int frame = 0;   // keep track of which frame we are on

PImage[] frames = new PImage[4];

void setup() {

    size(300, 300);

    frameRate(10);

    // load images

    frames[0] = loadImage("fr0.gif");

    frames[1] = loadImage("fr1.gif");

    frames[2] = loadImage("fr2.gif");

    frames[3] = loadImage("fr3.gif");

}

void draw() {

  background(255);                       // clear canvas

  image( frames[frame], 50, 50 );        // draw frame

  frame = (frame + 1) % frames.length;   // advance counter to next frame

}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/534526


  

Animation with bitmap graphics

● Provide the color at each pint on a grid

● All scenes take the same amount of time to draw

● Artifacts are visible after large transformations
– Zooming, rotating, stretching

● Better for realistic scenes, photographs

● To animate, switch photos quickly  



  

Helpful links

● Processing tutorials: 
– https://processing.org/tutorials/ 

● Interactivity tutorial:
– https://processing.org/tutorials/interactivity/ 

● Bitmap animation example
– https://processing.org/examples/sequential.html

● Simple vector animation example
– https://processing.org/examples/bounce.html 

https://processing.org/tutorials/
https://processing.org/tutorials/interactivity/
https://processing.org/examples/sequential.html
https://processing.org/examples/bounce.html


  

CISC 1600 Lecture 3.3
Objects and Arrays in Processing

Topics:
Arrays
Objects

Arrays of objects



  

Say that we want to create a bar chart

● From the following 
values:

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]

50 61 83 69 71 50 29 31 17 39x



  

Here are two equivalent ways 
to store the values

int x0 = 50;
int x1 = 61;
int x2 = 83;
int x3 = 69;
int x4 = 71;
int x5 = 50;
int x6 = 29;
int x7 = 31;
int x8 = 17;
int x9 = 39;

int[] x = { 50, 
61, 83, 69, 71, 
50, 29, 31, 17, 
39 };



  

Draw the chart without an array

int x0 = 50;
int x1 = 61;
int x2 = 83;
int x3 = 69;
int x4 = 71;
int x5 = 50;
int x6 = 29;
int x7 = 31;
int x8 = 17;
int x9 = 39;
fill(0);
rect(0, 0, x0, 8);
rect(0, 10, x1, 8);
rect(0, 20, x2, 8);
rect(0, 30, x3, 8);
rect(0, 40, x4, 8);
rect(0, 50, x5, 8);
rect(0, 60, x6, 8);
rect(0, 70, x7, 8);
rect(0, 80, x8, 8);
rect(0, 90, x9, 8);

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/538409


  

Draw the chart with an array

int[] x = { 
  50, 61, 83, 69, 71, 
  50, 29, 31, 17, 39
};

fill(0);
// Read one array element 
// each time through the for loop
for (int i = 0; i < x.length; i++) {
  rect(0, i*10, x[i], 8);
}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/538412


  

3 equivalent ways to define an array
1: When you know the data

// Declare, create, assign
int[] data = { 19, 40, 75, 76, 90 }

void setup() {
  size(100, 100);
}



  

3 equivalent ways to define an array
2: When you know the size

int[] data = new int[5]; // Declare, 
create

void setup() {
  size(100, 100);
  data[0] = 19; // Assign
  data[1] = 40;
  data[2] = 75;
  data[3] = 76;
  data[4] = 90;
}



  

3 equivalent ways to define an array
3: When you don't know anything

int[] data; // Declare

void setup() {
  size(100, 100);
  data = new int[5]; // Create
  data[0] = 19; // Assign
  data[1] = 40;
  data[2] = 75;
  data[3] = 76;
  data[4] = 90;
}



  

2 equivalent ways to read an array
1: reference each element

int[] data = { 19, 40, 75, 76, 90 };

line(data[0], 0, data[0], 100);
line(data[1], 0, data[1], 100);
line(data[2], 0, data[2], 100);
line(data[3], 0, data[3], 100);
line(data[4], 0, data[4], 100);



  

2 equivalent ways to read an array
2: in a for loop

int[] data = { 19, 40, 75, 76, 90 };

for (int i = 0; i < data.length; i++) {
    line(data[i], 0, data[i], 100);
}



  

Objects let you define new data types

● Variables in processing have a type

– int, string, double, float, boolean, etc.

● Processing lets you define new data types by defining classes

● A class defines a kind of object

– The class is the cookie cutter

– The objects of that class are the cookies

● Objects have facts and functions
– Facts: current state of the object

– Functions: operations that can be performed on it

From: http://wesleyumcwausauwi.org/2014/12/20/advent-are-we-called-to-be-cookie-cutter-christians/



  

Objects let you define new data types

● Class example: animated car driving across canvas

● Facts:
– Location

– Speed

– Color

● Functions:
– Draw

– Move

– Speed up, slow down

From: http://wesleyumcwausauwi.org/2014/12/20/advent-are-we-called-to-be-cookie-cutter-christians/



  

Example: car driving across canvas
Actual code without objects

color c;
float xpos;
float ypos;
float xspeed;

void setup() {
  size(200,200);
  c = color(255);
  xpos = width/2;
  ypos = height/2;
  xspeed = 1;
}

void draw() {
  background(0);
  display();
  drive();
}

void display() {
  rectMode(CENTER);
  fill(c);
  rect(xpos, ypos, 20, 10);
}

void drive() {
  xpos = xpos + xspeed;
  if (xpos > width) {
    xpos = 0;
  }
}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/538416


  

Example: car driving across canvas
Writing the cookie cutter



  

Example: car driving across canvas
Writing the cookie cutter



  

Example: car driving across canvas
Writing the cookie cutter



  

Example: car driving across canvas
Using the cookie cutter

Car myCar;

void setup(){
  myCar = new Car();
}

void draw() {
  background(255);
  myCar.drive();
  myCar.display(); 
}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/538423


  

Example: car driving across canvas
What if we want different cars?

● The existing Car class always has the same facts!

● What if we want to be able to model different cars?

● If we change the constructor function, we can

Car(color tempC, float tempXpos, float tempYpos, float tempXspeed){
  c = tempC;
  xpos = tempXpos;
  ypos = tempYpos;
  xspeed = tempXspeed;
}

● Then we create new Cars with the options we want
Car myCar1 =  new Car(color(255,0,0),0,height/3,2);

Car myCar2 =  new Car(color(0,0,255),0,height*2/3,2);

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/538440
http://cisc1600.sketchpad.cc/sp/pad/view/JsK9HYxOia/latest


  

How constructor arguments work



  

Objects can be stored in arrays

● Classes are just new data types (like int, float, ...)

● So it is natural to make arrays of objects

Car[] traffic = new Car[22];
void setup() {
  for (int i = 0; i < traffic.length; i++) {
    traffic[i] = new Car(…);
  }
}
void draw() {
  for (int i = 0; i < traffic.length; i++) {
    traffic[i].drive();
    traffic[i].display();
  }
}

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/538444


  

Helpful links

● Processing tutorials: 
– https://processing.org/tutorials/

● Processing objects tutorial
– https://processing.org/tutorials/objects/ 

● Processing array tutorial
– https://processing.org/tutorials/arrays/

https://processing.org/tutorials/
https://processing.org/tutorials/objects/
https://processing.org/tutorials/arrays/


  

CISC 1600 Lecture 3.4
The Internet and World Wide Web

Topics:
Internet overview

Web request overview
URLs and DNS
Network layers

Web request detail



  

The Internet is a global network 
of computer networks

● The US Department of Defense wanted a secure, 
reliable, efficient network robust to nuclear attack

● Built ARPANET (1969-1985)
– Connected military and university networks

– Precursor to the Internet

● Based on packet switching (like mailing a letter)

● As opposed to circuit switching (like a phone call)



  

The World Wide Web is one service 
transported on the Internet

● Invented by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN in 1989

● Documents identified by URLs

● Linked by hyperlinks

● Accessed by the Internet

From: http://www.digitalgov.gov/2013/05/02/internet-time-travel/first-www-page-3/



  

Universal resource locator (URL)
Human-readable name for computer

http://mr-pc.org/t/cisc1600/index.html

● http: Protocol, used by client to talk to server

● mr-pc.org: domain name, used by client
to find server

● /t/cisc1600/: directory on server

● index.html: file in directory on server
– index.html is the default file name, so optional here



  

Domain Name System (DNS)
finds computer-readable address

● Maps human-readable names (www.google.com) to 
numerical IP addresses (74.125.29.104)

● Actually a multi-stage lookup: www google .com .

– DNS server for . knows IP address of .com.

– DNS server for .com. knows IP address of google.com.

– Which knows IP of www.google.com

● That's a lot of communication!

● Caching at many levels speeds up lookups
– Browser, operating system, router, ISP, DNS servers

http://www.google.com/


  

What happens when you 
request a web page?



  

How does that work?

Client
Server

Network
(Internet)

From: http://cis275topics.blogspot.com/2010/08/retrieving-web-page.html



  

Establish a temporary connection between the 
client and the server

Client
Server

From: http://cis275topics.blogspot.com/2010/08/retrieving-web-page.html



  

The client program sends a page request

Client
Server

Request

From: http://cis275topics.blogspot.com/2010/08/retrieving-web-page.html



  

The server program sends the page

Client
Serverdocument

From: http://cis275topics.blogspot.com/2010/08/retrieving-web-page.html



  

The client displays the page

Client Server

From: http://cis275topics.blogspot.com/2010/08/retrieving-web-page.html



  

Computers are connected through 
several networking components

Laptop
Cable

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderB

InternetBackbone

Desktop

Phone

DSL

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderA

Server



  

Communication over networks 
can be organized into layers

From: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:IP_stack_connections.svg



 103

Each layer encapsulates the 
previous layer’s message

TCP Header contains source & 
destination port numbers

IP Header contains source and 
destination IP addresses;
transport protocol type 

Ethernet Header contains source & 
destination MAC addresses;

network protocol type

HTTP Request

TCP 
header HTTP Request

IP
header

TCP 
header HTTP Request

Ethernet 
header

IP
header

TCP 
header HTTP Request FCS

From: http://slideplayer.com/slide/4981630/# 

http://slideplayer.com/slide/4981630/


  

This is a great example of 
a separation of concerns

● Separation of concerns between the layers

● Each layer has a job to do

● Each layer talks to the layers above and below it
– Expose communication interfaces to each other

– And can completely ignore the other layers



  

Establish temporary connection

From: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:IP_stack_connections.svg



  

Application layer allows 
programs to talk across networks

● HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for WWW

● Browser program on your computer

Talks to server program on server computer

● Opens connection using transport layer

● Reads and writes streams of data over connection

Laptop
Cable

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderB

InternetBackbone

Desktop

Phone

DSL

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderA

Server



  

Transport layer packetizes data
and ensures delivery

● Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) for WWW

● Sends packets of data between two IP addresses 

● Acts like data stream to the Application Layer

● Breaks up stream into packets
– Makes sure they arrive in the right order 

on the other end

● Sends packets using Internet Layer

Laptop
Cable

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderB

InternetBackbone

Desktop

Phone

DSL

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderA

Server



  

Transport layer simulation

● Everyone is a node: sender, receiver, or router

● Senders: have a “message” slip
– Chop message into packets of up to 5 characters (including spaces 

an punctuation)

– Pass each one to someone you think will be a good router

● Receivers: have a “receiver” slip
– Receive packets, send acknowledgement back to original sender, 

assemble the packets you receive in order to form the message

● Routers: everyone else
– Send packets towards their destination



  

Transport layer simulation

Messages:

● What hath god wrought! – first Morse code message, 
Baltimore-Washington, 1844

●  Mr. Watson, come here – first(?) intelligible words 
spoken over the telephone, 1876

●  We speak across time and space. – first Marconigram 
(wireless telegraph), South Africa to England, 1924

●  QWERTYIOP – first email, 1971

● Explanation

http://old.grida.no/geo/GEO/Geo-1-004.htm


  

Laptop
Cable

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderB

InternetBackbone

Desktop

Phone

DSL

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderA

Server

Internet layer routes packets 
across network boundaries

● Internet Protocol (IP) for WWW

● Lets Transport send packets between arbitrary computers

● Sends packets of data across network boundaries
– From your computer to your internet service provider

– To the server's internet service provider

– To the server's network

– To the server

● Routing of packets efficiently across networks

● Sends data via physical connections in the Link Layer



  

Internet layer routes packets 
across network boundaries

From: http://xkcd.com/195/



  

Link layer physically connects 
machines to network equipment

● Many possibilities: Ethernet, WiFi, LTE, Satellite

● Sends data packets between connected machines

● Connects computers to routers, switches, hubs, etc

● Lets Internet Layer ignore the details of the 
physical connection

Laptop
Cable

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderB

InternetBackbone

Desktop

Phone

DSL

Router+Modem

InternetServiceProviderA

Server



  

Internet backbone 
connects major hubs

From: https://io365.wordpress.com/internet-backbone-submarine-cable/



  

Network layers summary

Layer Connects Representation Example

Application Programs
Application data 
stream

HTTP request

Transport
“Ports” on 
computers

Data segment TCP segment

Internet Computers Packet IP datagram

Link
Physically 
connected devices

Data frames Ethernet frame

Physical Ends of a wire Physical signals Voltage +1/-1



  

The applications are connected.
Now they need to talk to each other



  

Browser sends an HTTP request

● HTTP is just (structured) text going back & forth

GET http://mr-pc.org/teaching/cisc1600/index.html

Host: mr-pc.org

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:41.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/41.0

Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

Cookie: __utma=121487444.1831872924.1418399252.1443726520.1444160561.55; 
__utmz=121487444.1434478428.33.1.utmcsr=(direct)|utmccn=(direct)|utmcmd=(none); __utmb=121487444; 
__utmc=121487444

Connection: keep-alive

If-Modified-Since: Wed, 30 Sep 2015 21:58:08 GMT

...



  

Browser sends an HTTP request

● GET command requests a particular page

● Browser identifies itself using User-Agent header

● Tells server what types of responses it will Accept

– Language, character encoding, compression, etc

● Sends Cookies that the server has asked it to save

● Requests the server keep the Connection open



  

Server handles request

● Web server handles communication with client

● May talk to other servers to complete request
– Read from and/or write to Database or storage server

– Read from and write to Application server

– Caching servers and load balancers in between

● Finally assembles response



  

Server sends HTML response

● Sends headers as plain text, may compress body

Accept-Ranges: bytes
Connection: Keep-Alive
Content-Encoding: gzip
Content-Length: 1575
Content-Type: text/html
Date: Tue, 06 Oct 2015 20:01:21 GMT
Etag: "168c-520fe069ff501-gzip"
Keep-Alive: timeout=5, max=100
Last-Modified: Wed, 30 Sep 2015 21:58:08 GMT
Server: Apache/2.4.7 (Ubuntu)
Vary: Accept-Encoding

...



  

Server sends HTML response

● Information about Server

● Content-Encoding – content is compressed

● Content-Type – this is html

● How long the content should be cached for



  

Browser starts to render the page



  

Browser requests objects 
embedded in HTML 

● Can use cached versions if unchanged

● Otherwise, need separate request for each
– Image

– CSS file

– Javascript file



  

Browser sends further 
asynchronous (AJAX) requests

● Page is fully displayed on client

● Loads any additional content
– Secondary/optional pieces that can be deferred

– Pieces of page loaded on-demand

– Requires JavaScript to work (accessibility)



  

You click on a link
and it starts all over...



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 3.5
Introduction to JavaScript

Topics:

JavaScript overview

JavaScript syntax

P5.js

JavaScript on the web



  

What is JavaScript?

● JavaScript is not Java

● JavaScript was designed to add interactivity to 
HTML pages
– It has grown beyond that to run outside the browser

● JavaScript is usually interpreted
– but Google created an open source compiler for it (V8)

● JavaScript is a web standard



  

What can JavaScript do?

● Insert dynamic text into an HTML page

● Read and write HTML elements

● React to events: mouse, keyboard, network, etc.

● Asynchronously load or update parts of pages

● Validate form data before it is submitted

● Examples for class here

https://thimbleprojects.org/asterix77/245307


Popup boxes

JavaScript allows interactivity through the use of pop-up boxes

There are 3 general kinds:

alert("sometext");

confirm("sometext");   

// returns "true" or "false")

prompt("sometext","defaultvalue"); 

//returns what user enters as answer

See 6_PopUps

https://thimbleprojects.org/asterix77/245307/6_PopUps.html


  

JavaScript general syntax

● Syntax is much like Processing (or C or Java)

● Statements “should” end with a semicolon ;

● White space does not matter (except for line breaks sometimes)

/***************************

This is JavaScript (JS), the programming language that powers 
the web (and this is a comment, which you can delete).

***************************/

function greetMe(name) {

  var today = new Date();

  alert("Hello " + name + ", today is " + today.toDateString());

}



Variables hold values

● Variables are named locations for storing data

● Assign a value to a variable to refer to it later
– Values can be simple: number, string, boolean

– Or complex: DOM node, document object, array of other values

● Create a variable: var count;

● Assign a value to it: count = 0;

● Use it: newH1 = “...count = ” + count + “</h1>”;

● JavaScript in the browser has several pre-defined variables, e.g.,
– window: the browser window/frame around the page

– document: the DOM and other page characteristics



Some JavaScript syntax 
for math, logic, etc.

● Mathematical:
+, -, *, /, %, ++, --

● Logical:
&&, ||, !, <, >, etc...

● Variable declaration and assignment:
var x=10;
var y=2;
var z=x/y;

● Strings can be concatenated with the '+' sign.
var txt1 = "What a very";
var txt2 = "nice day";
var txt3 = txt1 + " " + txt2;

● Note: If you add a number and a string, the result will be a string!



JavaScript is object-oriented

● Like Processing, you can define new data types in 
JavaScript as objects

● An object is a collection of facts and functions
– Facts: data, the state of the object

– Functions: the available operations to perform on it

● In JavaScript, both are accessed using a dot '.'
– Fact: document.children

– Function: document.getElementById()

● An object can contain simple values or other objects



Selection: The ability to make a choice

● Execute code only if certain conditions are true

● This is mainly the “if” statement in languages

if ((count % 3) == 0) {

    target.innerHTML = target.innerHTML + 
newH1;

} else {

    target.innerHTML = newH1;

}



Repetition:
The ability to repeat an action

● Repeatedly execute code, modifying state

● In JavaScript: mainly “for” and “while” loops

var stars = "";

for (var i=0; i < count; i++) {

stars = stars + "*";

}

// OR

while (stars.length < count) {

stars = stars + "*";

}



Functions: reuse operations

● JavaScript implements the procedural paradigm
– Because you can write and use procedures (functions)

● Functions take input arguments & return outputs

function replaceInnerHtml(nodeId, html) {

var target = document.getElementById(nodeId);

target.innerHTML = html;

return target;

}

● Functions allow code to be more modular and reusable

● Debug a function once, use it many times



Arrays are data structures 
that store multiple values

● Arrays in JavaScript are like arrays in Processing

var langs = ['c', 'c++', 'java'];

for (var i=0; i < 3; i++) { 

    console.log(langs[i]); 

}

● Unlike Processing you can put things with different types into the 
same array in JavaScript

var misc = [1, 'a', true];

for (var i=0; i < 3; i++) { 

    console.log(misc[i]); 

}



P5.js is Processing in JavaScript

● Processing syntax is based on Java

● Originally, Processing code was translated to Java

● Processing.js converts Processing Java code into 
JavaScript to run in browsers

● P5.js implements Processing directly in JavaScript
– Syntax based on JavaScript instead of Java

● OpenProcessing.org supports both



Processing vs P5 (notes)

● Processing

void setup() {

  // setup stuff

}

void draw() {

  // draw stuff

}

● P5

function setup() {

  // setup stuff

}

function draw() {

  // draw stuff

}

https://github.com/processing/p5.js/wiki/Processing-transition


Processing vs P5 (notes)

● Processing
float max_distance;

void setup() {

  size(640, 360); 

  noStroke();

  max_distance = dist(0, 0, width, height);

}

void draw() {

  background(0);

  for(int i = 0; i <= width; i += 20) {

    for(int j = 0; j <= height; j += 20) {

      float size = dist(mouseX, mouseY, i, 
j);

      size = size/max_distance * 66;

      ellipse(i, j, size, size);

    }

  }

}

● P5
var max_distance;

function setup() {

  createCanvas(640, 360); 

  noStroke();

  max_distance = dist(0, 0, width, height);

}

function draw() {

  background(0);

  for(var i = 0; i <= width; i += 20) {

    for(var j = 0; j <= height; j += 20) {

      var size = dist(mouseX, mouseY, i, j);

      size = size/max_distance * 66;

      ellipse(i, j, size, size);

    }

  }

}

https://github.com/processing/p5.js/wiki/Processing-transition
https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/528029
https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/543059


Converting Processing sketch to P5

● (In OpenProcessing.org, switch to P5 mode)

● Change void to function

● Replace types (int, float, boolean) with var

● Remove types from function parameters

● Replace size() with createCanvas()

● Convert classes to JavaScript syntax

● Changes names of certain variables and functions

https://github.com/processing/p5.js/wiki/Processing-transition


Examples

● Examples of converting Processing sketches to P5

● See Collection 05 on

https://www.openprocessing.org/class/57767/

https://www.openprocessing.org/class/57767/


<html>

    <head>
        <script type="text/javascript">
            function message()
            {
                alert("This alert box called by 
onload event");
            }
        </script>
    </head>

    <body onload="message()">
        <script type="text/javascript">
            document.write("Message written by 
JavaScript");
        </script>
    </body>

</html>

<!-- See 2_EventListeners-->

JavaScript can be defined and used 
in the body or the head of a web page

https://thimbleprojects.org/asterix77/245307/2_EventListeners.html


  

Interactivity: events and listeners

● JavaScript code can respond to “events”

● Events happen in response to
– User-interface interactions (mouse, keyboard)

– Network operations (page or resource loading)

● Can register “event listener” functions
– Called when event happens with information on event

<button type="button" onclick="go()">Go!</button>



Recall:
Document Object Model (DOM)

 A web browser interprets your HTML
 And builds a model of the page, the DOM

 The DOM is what is rendered to the screen
 The DOM can be manipulated by CSS and 

JavaScript after it is built
 When building a page, consider its structure 

first, i.e., the DOM



Example DOM



Example DOM

<html>

<p><h1>

Text Text

<body>



JavaScript can manipulate the DOM

● Several ways to select DOM elements
– document.getElementById(“idOfElement”);

– document.getElementsByTagName(“div”);

– parent.children[index];

– Etc.

● Several ways to modify DOM elements
– element.innerHTML = “Some HTML”;

– img.src = “newUrl”;

– element.style.border = “1pt solid”;



<html>
<head>
</head>
<body>
    <script type="text/javascript">
            document.write("<h1>Hello World!
</h1>");
    </script>
</body>
</html>

<!-- Note use of document object model –->
<!-- Example Here:  1_FirstJavaScript.html 
-->

Simple DOM manipulation

https://thimbleprojects.org/asterix77/245307/1_FirstJavaScript.html


  

CISC 1600 Lecture 3.6
Programming languages

Topics:
Multimedia computing tasks

Programming paradigms
Languages we have seen



  

Some multimedia computing tasks

● Compute a number (simulation)

● Draw a picture, generate a sound (synthesis)

● Create a game (interactivity)



  

How do you make
a computer do that?

● Computers read binary instructions and data

● But computers let us build powerful tools
– Like programs to make programming easier!

● Compiler: a program that converts programs written 
in human-readable form into machine-readable form

● Interpreter: a program that runs human-readable 
programs directly

● Integrated development environment



  

Programming languages vary by...

● High-level vs low-level
– High-level: closer to how people think

– Low-level: closer to how computers operate

● Programming language vs scripting language
– Programming: compiled into machine code

– Scripting: interpreted directly

● The programming paradigms they facilitate



  

Programming paradigms

● Programming paradigm: a style of programming
– How you define a program's structure & elements

– Hundreds of different ones

– Each language can support several / many

● We focus on 4 (but you may not have noticed!)
– Imperative: a smart list

– Event-driven: responding to events

– Procedural: sending messages

– Object-oriented: a set of interacting objects



  

Imperative: a smart list

● Tell the computer how to perform a task

● Contrast with
– Declarative: telling it what to do, it figures out how

– Event-driven: responds to interrupting events

● Imperative languages need three things
– Sequence: an order in which to process information

– Selection: the ability to make a choice (“if” statements)

– Repetition: the ability to repeat an action (“for” loops)



  

Event-driven: responding to events

● Instead of executing a program from top to 
bottom, execute in response to the environment

● Events can be 
– User input: key pressed, button clicked

– Network events: request, response, activity

– Messages from other programs: like network, but on 
the same computer

– Sensor events: sound or video frame recorded



  

Procedural: sending messages

● One section of the program can send a message to another 
section & receive a well-defined response

● Allows for code reuse, modularity

● Types of procedure calls
– Function calls within a program

– Message passing between objects / agents

– Remote procedure calls (e.g., REST) over networks

● My advice
– Write lots of short single-purpose procedures

– Don’t repeat yourself



  

Object-oriented: interacting objects

● Visualize a program as a set of interacting objects

● Identify facts and functions of each object
– Facts: properties of objects, current state

– Functions: procedures, possible operations

● Objects are instances of classes

● ChessPiece is a class, each piece on board is an object
– Facts: current position on board

– Functions: possible next moves



  

These paradigms are of different types

● Control flow: interactivity
– Imperative

– Event-driven

● Code organization: modularity and reuse
– Procedural

– Object-oriented



  

Which paradigms fit these tasks?

● Compute a number (simulation)

● Draw a picture, generate a sound (synthesis)

● Create a game (interactivity)



  

Programming languages in this course



  

Processing

● Goal: draw pictures, 
animations

● Interactivity: moderate
– can be event driven

● Modularity: high 
– object oriented



  

Javascript

● Original goal: add 
interactivity to web pages

● New goal: general purpose, 
cross-platform computing

● Interactivity: high
– event-driven, imperative

● Modularity: high
– object oriented, procedural



  

Scratch

● Goal: build interactive 
games, animations

● Interactivity high: 
– event-driven, 

imperative

● Modularity high: 
– sprites are objects, 

agents



  

NetLogo

● Goal: simulate 
interacting “agents”

● Interactivity low: 
imperative
– Agents interact with 

each other

● Modularity high: 
object oriented, agent-
based



  

Summary

● Different programming tasks are easier in different 
programming paradigms

● Different programming paradigms are easier in 
different programming languages

● We will cover a decent variety of languages in this 
course that facilitate the paradigms of
– Imperative, event-driven, procedural, and object-oriented 

● (Don’t repeat yourself)



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 3.8
Agent-based programming

Topics:
Agents and environments

Rationality
Performance, Environment, Actuators, Sensors

Four basic types of agents
Multi-agent systems

NetLogo



Agents interact with environments

● An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its 
environment through sensors and acting upon that environment 
through actuators

– What are the sensors and actuators for a Human agent?

– For a robotic agent?

● The agent decides what to do at every point in time given its 
past experience and existing knowledge



We are interested in agents
for two different purposes

● Agents for interacting with the world
– Autonomous hardware or software systems

– Doing real things on behalf of a person

● Agents for simulating the world by interacting 
with each other
– Idealized models of some sort of behavior

– Program local behaviors, observe global effects

– Study emergent properties of systems



Agents for interacting with the 
world: Delegation

● Computers do things for us, often without our 
intervention (traffic lights, power grids/plants).

● Giving control to a computer is called “delegation”; are 
you comfortable with that? (3-mile Island)

● What kinds of tasks are you comfortable delegating to 
a computer?
– Tasks that involve safety (flying, driving)?
– Spending money (bidding on eBay)?
– Combat operations (robot warriors)?



Agents for simulating the world: 
Multi-Agent System

● (MAS) is... an environment in which many (well, two or 
more) agents exist and interact

● They can cooperate, coordinate and negotiate

http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch#http://www.netlogoweb.org/assets/modelslib/Sample%20Models/Biology/Flocking.nlogo


Properties of multi-agent systems

● Individual agents are self-interested
– they have their own goals
– there may be team rewards for a group of agents achieving a goal 

together

● Cooperation is not governed, 
– It is emergent (if it happens at all)

● Versus “distributed systems”, where 
– goals are only group-based
– cooperation is engineered to be inherent in the system

● Can we conceive of a system as a series of interacting devices rather then 
as a single system?



NetLogo is an 
agent-based simulation environment

http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch#http://www.netlogoweb.org/assets/modelslib/Sample%20Models/Biology/Wolf%20Sheep%20Predation.nlogo


Simulation: mouse trap nuclear fission

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zX-gz1lRt0


Simulation: mouse trap nuclear fission

http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch#http://www.netlogoweb.org/assets/modelslib/Sample%20Models/Mathematics/Mousetraps.nlogo


NetLogo Background

● NetLogo is an IDE (integrated development environment)that 
can be used to create programs that simulate natural and 
social phenomena

● NetLogo is particularly well suited for modeling complex 
systems that develop over time

● Using NetLogo you can create programs containing thousands 
of agents (called “turtles”) all operating independently

● For us, NetLogo will serve as another programming 
environment in which to explore the Imperative, Procedural 
and Object-Oriented Paradigms



NetLogo Desktop IDE

There are 3 tabs:
– Interface: for creating 

buttons and plots

– Code: for writing 
procedures and 
defining variables

– Information: for 
explanatory text about 
the project



NetLogo Web IDE

● Pros
– JavaScript, so portable, 

mobile-compatible, etc

– Nothing to install

– Embed NetLogo simulations 
in any HTML page

● Cons
– Not all features 

implemented yet

– Can't edit interfaces

http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch


NetLogo Agents

● NetLogo creates programs by specifying behaviors 
using procedures) for sets of agents and then 
allowing those agents to interact

● NetLogo has 4 types of agents:
– Patches  The squares on the world grid→

– Turtles  Agents that can move→

– Links  Lines between agents→

– The Observer  The master controller→



NetLogo Syntax

The syntax for NetLogo is different than what you may be familiar with:

● Comments are specified using ;;

;; this is a comment

● Variables and functions can contain some characters that other 
languages consider “special”: “-” and “?” (but not spaces)

clear-all

● Blocks of related code (such as those that belong to an if statement) are 
designated using square brackets:

ifelse x > 10 

  [ print “x is greater than 10” ]

  [ print “x is not” ]



NetLogo Sensors and Actuators

● Agents can use special primitives (built in functions) to see their environment.
– turtles-here: returns a list of turtles nearby

– patches-here: returns a list of patches nearby

– turtles-at: returns a list of turtles at a specific location

– patches-at: returns a list of patches at a specific location

● Agents can use other primitives to affect their environment, even other agents (ask)

– forward, right, left: step forward and turn left and right

– setxy: change a turtles location

– set color: change a turtles color

– set pcolor: change a patches color

– hatch: create NEW turtles

– die: delete a turtle



Useful NetLogo links

● Documentation (Everything)
– http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/

● Quick Guide (Important aspects of the language / 
interface)
– http://luis.izqui.org/resources/NetLogo-5-0-QuickGuide.p

df
 

● Dictionary (full list of commands and descriptions 
of them)
– http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/dictionary.html

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/
http://luis.izqui.org/resources/NetLogo-5-0-QuickGuide.pdf
http://luis.izqui.org/resources/NetLogo-5-0-QuickGuide.pdf
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/dictionary.html
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